
Choosing Courses for Grade 10 
 
There is a link to the School Course Calendar on the West Ferris home page.  Click on 
“Academics.” 
 
To find course descriptions, look for the courses within Disciplines (under Menu on the left-
hand side, though you’ll need to scroll down a bit!)  
 
COMPULSORY COURSES:  You must choose one from each of the following 5 groups. 

 
1. English       ENG2L6   (L= Locally Developed)  

    ENG2PE   (P= Applied) 

    ENG2DE   (D= Academic) 

    ENG2DT   (T= STEAM) 
 

2.  Math   MAT2L6 

    MFM2PE 

    MPM2DE 

    MPM2DT 
 

3. Science   SNC2L6 

    SNC2PE 

    SNC2DE 

    SNC2DT 
 

4. History   CHC2L6 

    CHC2PE 

    CHC2DE 

    CHC2DF   (F=FRENCH) 
 

5. Career Studies  GLC2OE (1/2 credit) 

     Civics   CHV2OE (1/2 credit) 

 
ELECTIVES:  
 
6. (elective) _______________________________________ 
 
7. (elective)_______________________________________ 
 
8. (elective) _______________________________________ 
 
9. (alternate) ______________________________________  
 
10. (alternate) ______________________________________  see over  
 

 
 

For students in the STEAM Enriched 

Program, you MUST take: 

 ENG2DT 

 MPM2DT 

 SNC2DT 

For students in Extended French, by GRADUATION, 

you will need 3 courses delivered in French in addition to 

the FEF course each year.  Please look at “subjects 

delivered in French” as you choose electives. 

For students in French Immersion, by GRADUATION, 

you will need 6 courses delivered in French in addition 

to the FIF course each year. Please look at “subjects 

delivered in French” as you choose electives. 
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ARTS NIPISSING: 
 
6. (Arts Nipissing course in chosen major ending in P) _______________________  
 
7. (Arts Nipissing course in chosen major ending in R) _______________________  
 
8. (elective) _____________________________ 
 
9. (alternate) ___________________________ 
 
10. (alternate) ______________________________________ 
 
NEAR NORTH SPORTS:  Electives are prescribed below. 
 
6. PPL2OA 
 
7. PAF2OA 
 
8. (elective - HFN2OE or HFN2OF  or BBI20E is recommended) _______________________ 
 
9. (alternate) ___________________________ 
 
10. (alternate) ______________________________________ 
 
STEAM: 
 
6. ICS2OT  
 
7. TDJ2OT  
 
8. (elective) _____________________________ 
 
9. (alternate) ___________________________ 
 
10. (alternate) ______________________________________ 


